TEMPOMIX 3 WALL-MOUNTED MIXER
Winner of the 2020/2021 PLUS X AWARD

DELABIE’s TEMPOMIX 3 (references 794050 & 794055) has won the PLUS X AWARD 2020/2021 with 3 quality labels:
High Quality, Comfort and Functionality.
The Award
The PLUS X AWARD is the world’s largest innovation award for
technology, sports and lifestyle. It recognises brands for the quality and
innovation of their products. The jury, made up of independent experts
who represent different sectors of activity, award the innovation
award’s quality labels: Innovation, Design, High quality, Ease-ofuse, Functionality, Ergonomics and Ecology. The PLUS X AWARD’s
approach is unique. The PLUS X AWARDs are a reference for the best
products and an undeniable sign of the quality of a brand.

The Nominee
DELABIE offers innovation with its wall-mounted, single control
TEMPOMIX 3 mixer. It presents the possibility of installing a wallmounted mixer without a wall plate or recessing housing.
The installation configurations are numerous and much more
aesthetically-pleasing: between solid walls and plasterboard, between
partition walls, or even in a solid wall (only one channel required).
Maintenance is also easy, with direct access from the front of the mixer
without having to remove it.

TEMPOMIX 3
(recessed water inlets) L. 110mm
Ref. 794050

The user can operate the mixer and select the temperature with a
single movement. The soft-touch push-button makes it an ergonomic
product that can be used by anyone, regardless of their degree of
autonomy.
Unlike classic mixers and taps, it closes automatically, preventing
contamination after soaping and prevents the spread of germs by hand.
TEMPOMIX 3 is also equipped with a hygienic flow straightener made
from scale-resistant materials which prevents the retention of water
and impurities. With a 7-second timed flow, and a flow rate of
3 litres/minute, it delivers water savings of up to 85%.
Its sleek design ensures that TEMPOMIX 3 fits perfectly into all types
of public places while meeting the challenges of vandalism,
or withstanding the intensive use that may be found there.

TEMPOMIX 3
(recessed water inlets) L. 190mm
Ref. 794055
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